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Abstract: This study aimed to measure and analyze students’ quantitative literacy 

(QL) in human coordination system concept. It involved 76 participants (16-17 

years old) from the second grade of senior high school at two national schools in 

Subang, West Java, Indonesia. These participants consisted of 39 males and 37 

female students. Their QL was assessed by four essay tests to examine their QL 

indicators including interpretation, representation, calculation, and analysis through 

coordination system in human issue. Their answers were analyzed by a QL rubric 

according to Association of American Colleges and University (AACU) 

assessment. QL achievement for each indicator was categorized into four levels. 

The analysis result showed that students’ interpretation, representation, calculation, 

and analysis were at level 3, 2, 3, and 1, respectively. Based on data analysis, 

students’ achievement in calculation, interpretation, and representation were 

categorized as the milestone (mediocre). Meanwhile, their analysis skill was 

classified as a benchmark or the lowest QL level. 
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1.  Introduction 

The twenty-first century is a world filled with quantitative information [1]. Today is the 

time when large amounts of information can be accessed on the internet. Most of this 

information is quantitative. With the increasing accessibility of data and news through 

the media and the internet, the citizen (especially the students) will be faced with many 

quantitative data and arguments that need to be processed and understood [2]. They 

should be prepared to analyze the information so that they can filter the data to make 

decisions in everyday life [3]. Many people sometimes overlook this quantitative aspect 

although it is important for them to apply it when working, studying, even while 

recreating in their free time [4].  The educational field, including biology education as 

life science, is also influenced by aspects of quantitative teaching as it evolves to 

accommodate the twenty-first century’s challenge. The assumption that biology is a free 

science of mathematical elements still exists in the minds of students or even the 

teachers [5]. Biology subjects mostly discuss material that is qualitative and descriptive 

rather than quantitative [6]. Even in the last decade, the education practitioners have 

emphasized the teachers about how important it is for students to apply quantitative 

skills in the context of biology learning [7]. 
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In general, biology teaching practice rarely involves mathematical principles. 

Research has shown that the fear of mathematics continues from primary school to 

college [5]. In fact, the integration between quantitative literacy (QL) and biology 

teaching requires students to apply their mathematical skills in biological issues [8]. QL 

is a part of science literacy. The Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), 

which focuses on the development of scientific literacy, defines QL as a person's ability 

to recognize and formulate problems into mathematical forms in everyday life [9]. The 

competence to use mathematical understanding is an important part of science literacy 

[8]. QL emphasized in mathematic application to analyze the scientific data and gain 

knowledge. It is synonymous with numeracy, quantitative reasoning and statistical 

literacy [10]. QL refers to the competency to interpret data and numbers in daily life [7]. 

The Association of American Colleges and University (AAC&U) defines QL as a habit 

of thinking, competence and the comfort in working with numerical data [11]. 

Furthermore, Frith and Gunston define QL as the ability to manage situations or solve 

problems in practice, and involves responding to quantitative (mathematical and 

statistical) information that may be presented verbally, graphically, in tabular or 

symbolic form [12]. Based on QL rubrics issued by AAC&U, there are six QL 

indicators including interpretation, representation, calculation, analysis, assumptions, 

and communication [11]. Achievements for each indicator are categorized into four 

levels: level 1 (benchmark/basic), 2-3 (milestone/mediocre), and 4 

(Capstone/advanced). Indicators in this study were limited to test four indicators 

including interpretation, representation, calculation, and analysis because they are 

considered as the basic elements of QL. 

There have been many studies that discuss QL profiles in biology content. In general, 

their research was focused on topics that already have practice activities due to many 

aspects of it could be developed for QL. Examples of their selected material are the 

respiratory system, digestive system, plant growth and development, plant anatomy, 

photosynthesis and environmental pollution. But, there has been no research that 

discusses QL profiles on highly conceptual material such as the human body 

coordination system. Therefore, this study aimed to measure and describe the students' 

QL profiles on it. Also this research aimed to find some content of this material that 

could be developed to train students’ QL. 

2.  Method 

This research used descriptive research method to measure and describe the quantitative 

literacy profile of students on the concept of human body coordination system. The 

learning process of it was observed to complement the results of data analysis. This 

research involved 76 participants (16-17 years old) from the second grade of senior high 

school at two national schools in Subang, West Java, Indonesia. These participants 

consisted of 39 male and 37 female students. 

QL profiles of students were collected through four questions that come from a 

research case related to the coordination system (Figure 1). The four problems 
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examined students' ability in interpretation, representation, calculation, and analysis of 

research data. The test was given after the students have finished their study on 

coordination system in the classroom. Once compiled, their answers were analyzed by 

QL rubric according to AAC&U rubric values. There are four levels of QL 

achievement: Level 1 (basic level), Level 2-3 (Intermediate level) and Level 4 

(advanced level). QL score represented the level that students could make at each 

indicator. The maximum score that could be achieved by students was 16. Students' QL 

profiles including the mean and the percentage of level achievement for all four 

indicators. 

 

 

Figure 1. QL test based on human coordination system issue 

3.  Results and Discussion 

The results of this study describe the students’ QL achievement that tested through 

several questions from human’s coordination system case. The result of descriptive 

analysis provided the mean score and the percentage of students' QL level for each 

indicator. 

3.1.  Descriptive Analysis Result 

Table 1. Statistical test result 

N = 76 Mean Minimum Score Maximum Score 

Total LK 7.9 2.5 13 

Interpretation 2.6 1 4 

Representation 1.5 0 4 

Calculationi 2.7 0 4 

Analysis 1.1 0 3.5 

 

The mean of students’ QL score reached 7.94 or 8 if rounded as shown in Table 1. It 

was considered as modest level if compared to the best mean score that could be 

obtained (max mean = 16). Furthermore, the calculation indicator was the best QL 

accomplishment in this research while the analysis was the lowest QL achievement. The 

rating of indicators from the best to the worst was calculation, interpretation, 

representation, and analysis. The interpretation indicator had a better minimum score 

than the others that could reach a score one while the maximum score of the analysis 

indicator could not reach score four like any other indicator. 
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Then the percentage of QL achievement level for each indicator is shown in Figure 2. 

Students' score indicated their level on it. For example, a student who got score one was 

at first level (level 1) and so on. The interpretation test result was dominated by student 

who got score two (36%). Then at the representation, mostly students (61%) were at 

first level. Later, the students who attained the third level was supreme at calculation 

assessment (51%). In contrast, analysis test result were dominated by first level student 

(71%). The zero level on each indicator was given if student empties the answer sheet. 

 

 

Figure 2. Percentage of QL level achievement for each indicator 

3.1.1.  Interpretation Achievement. 

The interpretation refers to the competency to describe mathematically presented 

information (equations, graphs, diagrams, tables) [11]. It was tested by the first question 

as shown in Figure 1. Students were asked to explain the pattern of data in the table of 

blood glucose levels observations. Also, students were asked to predict the future of it. 

If students understood this data, then they would have no trouble predicting the future of 

it. The analysis result showed that the second level QL students were dominant in 

interpretation’s test. It means that students could explain it and make prediction, but 

their answer was not correct yet. In general, students explained data in reverse pattern. 

For example, they interpreted it as an increasing pattern. In fact, it was up and down 

pattern. So their prediction was not relevant due to their wrong understanding of data 

patterns. Only a small percentage of students could answer both aspects appropriately. 

This result indicated that students were not used to reading tables or graphs. 
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3.1.2.  Representation Achievement. 

Representation is the competency to convert relevant information into mathematical 

forms (equations, graphs, diagrams, tables) [11]. It required students to create a chart 

based on the observation table (fourth question, Figure 1). The results showed that most 

students were still at first level ability. Most students were able to make it but still not 

proper. Students tended to make bar chart rather than line chart for continuous data. 

There were very few students could create it appropriately with complete attributes. 

This aspect is important to be taught due to the understanding of representation will help 

them in the future to describe the research data. 

3.1.3.  Calculation Achievement. 

The calculation is the competency to do the mathematical estimation [11]. It required 

students to change the unit of blood glucose levels from mmol/L to mg/dL (second 

question, Figure 1). Comparison between these units had been informed. Most students 

were able to alter the unit of blood glucose levels appropriately (third level 

achievement). They just did not include the calculation steps in answer to reaching the 

fourth level. A small number of students were still at the first level due to inaccuracy in 

the calculation process. 

3.1.4.  Analysis Achievement. 

The analysis is the competency to make judgments and draw proper conclusions based 

on quantitative data [11]. It required students to make conclusion from the result of 

research (third question, Figure 1). Most students were able to make it and show 

evidence of quantitative data but still not correct. They tended to make conclusions that 

were not related to the research objective. It indicated that they had not understood the 

purpose of the study which is the main case of the question. A minority of students who 

were at the fourth level was able to make proper conclusions. They had included 

quantitative evidence to warrant their conclusion and linking data with biological 

concepts accurately. Otherwise, the majority of students just wrote down the name of a 

hormone that regulates blood glucose levels. They could not explain its role in 

balancing the level of blood glucose. 

3.2.  Discussion 

The results of data analysis showed that students’ QL achievement (mean score) was 

considered as modest level. It was just half of the highest score. In other words, it was 

only at level 2 or mediocre. This result was not much different from other studies that 

measured QL profile in the initial phase/natural condition without any treatment. 

Students’ QL achievement from the highest to the lowest were calculation, 

interpretation, representation, and analysis. 

Based on data results, students’ feat on calculation, interpretation, and representation 

were at the second level (milestone/mediocre) while their ability on analysis was at the 

first level (lowest level). The results were consistent with another research on different 
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materials that students had difficulty in applying aspects of the QL in the context of 

biological problems [7]. The order of QL’s indicators achievement was also relevant to 

other research results that the calculation was the most mastered indicator by students 

while the analysis was the least [13] [14]. It confirmed the theory that students could do 

better in QL test if it’s context-free biology (such as calculation, interpretation and 

representation test) rather than in integrated context (analysis) [7]. On analysis test, they 

had difficulty in connecting data onto proper biological concepts. It indicated that they 

had a low level of reasoning. Whereas, QL emphasizes higher analysis through basic 

mathematical understanding [1]. However, it was acceptable due to researchers could 

not assume that students were ready to use quantitative reasoning in a biological context 

[15]. 

Students’ QL achievement was relevant to their learning process in the classroom. First, 

QL aspect had not been applied to human coordination concept learning. Then, students 

were familiar with the case of biology that emphasize content understanding only. 

Afterward, QL has not become a habit of thinking for students yet. During coordination 

system learning in the classroom, concepts were delivered through the presentation. It 

was presented by groups of student. They presented it according to textbooks without 

any further explanation. In the beginning, the teacher had provided a broad overview of 

coordination system concept, but that was certainly not enough. Even though, students 

could have invited to discuss some cases or research results related to the coordination 

system, so there is an opportunity for the teacher to develop QL aspect. 

In point of fact, QL could be brought into the learning of coordination system in 

human. The sympathetic and parasympathetic from the nervous system could take a 

case of a person's pulse rate after drinking an energized drink over a period. Changes in 

pupil diameter, when highlighted by light, could be discussed in the human’s sensory 

system concept. In the endocrine system learning, students can perform a practice to test 

the effect of sweet beverages consumption to the glucose level in their blood (Figure 1). 

Also, graphs that discuss abnormalities in the endocrine system such as glucose level 

graph from diabetic patients at a specific time could be used as a material for 

developing QL aspect. The development of learning strategies that discuss those cases 

could be used as future research material to test its influence on students' QL 

improvement. The development of QL-based practice also needs to be developed on 

human coordination system concept. As an assumption, implementation of learning 

strategies that accommodate both procedural and factual knowledge is a good way to 

practice QL aspect [16]. At this point, QL plays an important role to prepare future 

scientists who can think rigorously about their assumptions, experiments, and 

conclusions [17]. Today, the field of biology has increasingly relied on an 

interdisciplinary approach to addressing complex biological problems, and this 

approach usually requires significant quantitative analysis [18]. Furthermore, integrating 

QL into content could highly support teaching and learning on the difficult topics such 

as the nature of science and the construction of scientific knowledge [15]. 
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3.3.  Conclusion 

The findings of this study has yielded some conclusions. First, the mean of students’ QL 

accomplishment was at the second level (mediocre). Second, QL indicators from the 

highest to the lowest was calculation, interpretation, representation, and analysis. Third, 

there are some concepts/materials in human coordination system could be discussed as 

QL issues. Fourth, the learning strategies that applying aspects of QL in the case of 

biology needs to be further developed. 
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